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Solar Comparison

How does RayGen’s approach compare with the
architecture of other solar (+ storage) solutions?
RayGen is a world-first concentrated photovoltaic solar tower, with integrated electrothermal energy storage. RayGen is the only company to generate electricity from a central
photovoltaic receiver, and is the only company to have integrated solar by-product heat
(normally wasted) into an electro-thermal storage system.
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PV Ultra does not need to be massive to be efficient. RayGen’s ultra-high efficiency solar
is modular and efficient at any scale. The PV Ultra solar power tower is the height of a
cellular phone tower (25-50m), not the height of a sky-scraper. There are no molten salts,
or large, expensive high temperature turbines.
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Charge Cycle

Can you store then discharge renewable electricity
from other sources?
Yes! RayGen’s Thermal Hydro has great flexibility in its charging cycle: including source
and time of charge.
To ‘charge’ the cold store, the industrial chiller can use electricity from either PV Ultra or
the grid. The hot store can be ‘charged’ by a heat pump (with electricity sourced from the
grid or PV Ultra) or with by-product heat from PV Ultra’s modules.
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The cold and hot store can be charged at the same time or independently. If market prices
are high during the solar hours, the system will maximise the solar export, and then
charge storage with cheap electricity overnight (e.g. wind power at 3AM). Alternatively, if
market prices are low during solar hours, the system can maximise consumption from
charging, drawing from both on-site solar and the grid.

These options provide the project owner with substantial flexibility for initial project set-up
and daily operation. An example weekly operational profile is shown below.
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By-Product Heat

Why do you need PV Ultra’s by-product heat for
Thermal Hydro?
PV Ultra’s ‘free’ by-product heat is highly valuable for Thermal Hydro. With by-product
heat, the peak round-trip efficiency is 70% for a minimum arbitrage of 1.4 (charging at
$40/MWh requires a discharge price of $57/MWh).
Without by-product heat, the opportunity for Thermal Hydro is more limited. The peak
round-trip efficiency is 16% for a minimum arbitrage of 6.4 (charging at $40/MWh requires
a discharge price of $260/MWh).
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Figures are illustrative only and depend on the final design configuration.
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Solar Cogeneration

What is the source of PV Ultra’s by-product heat?
How is PV Ultra higher in efficiency?
RayGen uses mirrors to concentrate sunlight 900x onto triple junction cells. These cells
are approx. 40% efficiency. The intense light could melt steel, so RayGen has developed a
highly sophisticated water-based cooling system to capture and remove heat.
The PV Ultra module is four-square inches (0.01m2) yet has the power capacity of 7,500W
(2.5kW electricity, 5kW heat). This is 5,000x more powerful than typical solar panels (a
typical solar panel is 0.15kW/m2 whereas PV Ultra modules deliver 750kW/m 2). This entire
system is optimised for energy efficiency – RayGen’s module has the highest conversion
efficiency (currently 35%elec.) and highest energy density (250kWelec/m2) of any product
on the market.
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Thermal Hydro

Do you need a lot of land area for your storage?
No! The 17hr storage adds less than 5% to the
area required for the solar system. The water
reservoir for Raygen Power Plant Carwarp is the
size of a small agricultural dam, with an area
less than 1Ha.

90°C
1km

Thermal Hydro’s 90⁰C temperature difference
stores equivalent electrical energy to a Pumped
Hydro system with a head of 1,000m.

Photos of Denmark’s 60,000m3 Dronninglund Pit Thermal Energy Storage aerial and groundlevel photos. Equivalent to 200MWh of electricity storage; Less than 1Ha area (91m x 91m)
to 16m depth. Video available here: https://youtu.be/cM94oOC2tS8
The pits are simply dug-out with earth moving equipment, lined and capped with rubber
insulation and filled with water.

What is an Organic Rankine Cycle engine?
An Organic Rankine Cycle engine (ORC) is a heatto-power turbine, proven in 3.2GW of deployments
globally. The ORC is similar to a steam turbine, but
with a working fluid that boils below 100°C.

A heat source ‘boils’ the working fluid, generating
pressure from vaporisation that can be used to spin
a turbine (generating electricity). A cold source then
cools the working fluid back into a liquid, for the
cycle to begin again. In RayGen’s system, the ORC
uses a pressurised ammonia, and the hot and cold
are sourced from the water reservoirs.

www.raygen.com
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Solar Land Requirements

How much land area is required for solar?
RayGen’s first project will require up to 18Ha (land
is not a material constraint). The system
comprises:

• 4 towers, each 40 metres high
• 273 heliostats at each tower, each with a
surface area of 19.3m2
• Two partially underground thermal
storage pits, each 3,600m2
• An Organic Rankine Cycle Engine

RayGen’s RPPC Simplified Overview

RayGen’s system offers multiple design for shapes and packing densities. The system is
highly modular and scalable, and can be optimised for the local site requirements.

Single Field (190m x 180m)

Tessellated Design Option

Direct Land Use Comparison (per MW of electricity)
4.5 Ha/MW not optimised
3.6 Ha/MW for 1-Axis

2.3 Ha/MW
for fixed angle

Typical PV

3.0 Ha/MW standard

2.4 Ha/MW
minimum

PV Ultra

SOURCE: Table ES-1, Summary of Land-Use Requirements for PV and CSP Projects in the US, NREL 2013;
www.raygen.com

Figures are illustrative only and depend on the final design configuration.
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Environmental Impact

What is the environmental impact on land beneath
the mirrors? On water requirements? To bird life?
RayGen’s mirrors are simply pile-driven into the ground. There is no field wiring,
trenching or communication cabling within the mirror field .The mirrors communicate
wirelessly and all sunlight is reflected to the central receiver. There are no ‘heat islands’.

Clockwise from top left: Like a fence post, the heliostat posts are simply pile-driven into the
ground; A crane-truck lifts the mirror panels to the correct position, where the panels are
simply bolted in place; There is no wiring and no concrete foundations (specialist
electricians not required); sheep happily graze beneath the mirrors.
RayGen’s technology consumes 50% less water during operations than typical solar panels.
RayGen is 2x the electrical efficiency, so requires ½ the collector area per MW of electricity.
This halves the water required for cleaning. 2-axis tracking as-standard allows RayGen to
leverage rainfall and/or dewpoint for natural cleaning. The Thermal Hydro water reservoirs
are covered, insulated and closed-loop, with no water losses.
RayGen’s system does not harm birdlife. RayGen tracks all incidents with wildlife and has
recorded no bird incidents in 5 years of operation. The light is a focused beam, with the only
intensity at the receiver. The small receiver is <1% light area of typical CSP towers.
www.raygen.com
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Tower Brightness

Will the brightness of the tower be an issue for local
communities and/or deployment?
RayGen prioritises our relationship with the community, and seeks to minimise impact
where possible, including tower brightness. During daylight hours (not at night) the PV
Ultra receiver is bright, and looks similar to ‘sports field lights left on during the day’.

PV Ultra – Within site boundary

PV Ultra – 290m South

PV Ultra – 3km South

Comparison – sports field lights at night

RayGen completed a visual impact study with GHD for the glint-and-glare of PV Ultra. To
minimise impact, RayGen considers sites that have natural screening and/or are in lower
density regions. This is similar to the considerations for typical large solar farms.
GHD’s glint-and-glare analysis is shown on the left (note
there is no impact to the North of the tower*).
The red area on the image represents “Zone 1”. Areas
within the vicinity of Zone 1 are required to wear eye
protection when looking directly at the receiver. Zone 2
represents regions of glare, and should have minimal
regular patronage.
Note: for multi-tower projects, the impact of the tower
brightness should only be assessed for the towers on the
boundary.

www.raygen.com

*Mirrors face the equator and towers face the poles. Brightness is only an issue
South of towers in the Southern Hemisphere (North in Northern hemisphere).
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Lifetime

What is the lifetime of the system? Does the system
degrade with cycling?
The RayGen Power Plant Carwarp has a design life of over thirty years and does not
degrade from cycling. The system is mostly water and mirrors. RayGen Power Plant
performance improves over time with regular software and photovoltaic module upgrades
(module replacement is only 4m2/MW).
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The RayGen Power Plant produces 99.9% less electronic waste than a typical solar +
battery project. RayGen believes the best way to reduce E-Waste is to not require it. A
typical 1GW solar + storage project requires 25,000 shipping containers of eventual EWaste: 24,000 shipping containers of solar panels, and 1,000 shipping containers of
lithium ion batteries. These 25,000 shipping containers of materials can be highly toxic and
uneconomic to recycle. By contrast, RayGen requires just 12 shipping containers of
modules for a typical 1GW solar + storage project. The remaining materials (mirror, steel,
water) can be sourced locally and recycled easily.

www.raygen.com
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IP and Manufacturing

What is the key technology? Do you have any
Intellectual Property protections?
The only component manufactured by RayGen is the PV Ultra module – a world-leading
technology device. All other components are out-sourced from existing, at-scale supply
chains to RayGen specification operating with a RayGen control system. The cost to scale
PV Ultra module manufacturing is low, estimated at less than 1/20 th the capital requirement
of typical silicon PV modules. This is a similar business model to the highly profitable
Vestas wind turbines.

RayGen has six patent families covering key aspects of the PV Ultra generation and
storage system. RayGen owns all of the technology rights required to complete and
operate its projects and currently has eight patents granted covering different aspects of
the technology across Australia, US and China.

RayGen Power Plant
Carwarp (RPPC)

www.raygen.com
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About RayGen
RayGen Resources is an Australian technology business with
world-leading capability in the next generation of solar power and
electricity storage. RayGen’s Power Plant makes renewable
energy available on demand with the lowest cost, long duration
solar plus storage solution. The RayGen Power Plant provides
utility-scale, time-shifting energy storage with synchronous
generation of high-quality power. The system can also be flexibly
located and installed where the grid requires. The RayGen Power
Plant consists of RayGen’s proprietary PV Ultra (solar
cogeneration) and Thermal Hydro (electro-thermal storage)
technologies. Founded in 2010, RayGen has a highly capable and
experienced team of 30 employees in engineering, manufacturing,
operations and sales. RayGen has built and sold 1MW AC
(3MW cogeneration) PV Ultra projects, supported by power purchase
agreements. RayGen develops and manufactures its highefficiency solar modules at its 25MW AC manufacturing facility in
Melbourne, Victoria. RayGen has received support from the
Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) and the Victorian
Government’s New Energy Jobs Fund.
Learn more at www.RayGen.com
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